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,M)ISTP NrT

This study nrovides predictive equations for total,

second-leg, and interim first destination transporta-

tion (FDT) costs (FY 75 dollars) for ammunition items.

The methodolopv emolovs repression analvsiq involvinr

the independent variables of unit woipht, unit volume,

standard P~rice, and their transgener~ations.
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IT Tntroductl on

The determination of first destination transnortation (r!') costs

for ammunition items lhas lonr been n concern of the 1c ,rmv Ariament

'ommand, (D"M(Y•M). fue to shifts in international nrioritie- and

chanpinp transportation situations, the Pstah)lished met',od of uqing

3 percent of the standard price to estimate total FDT cost -as deter-

mined to be in need of review.

A study was conducted In 1971 by the former IT Prmv 'unitions

Command (•TCO:'), but it was never fully applied (ref 1). Tn 1974, the

study rec.ived attention for possible application within M•IcnW.

However, because of the lack of back-up information on the study, and

W-0 the complexity of the methodology involved, it was decided that a

more straiphtforward, documented approach should be tat:en.

Ar Until the new study could be completed, factors for estimatlng

1rTDT costs were established by the klCo" priclng committee. These

Sfactors divided FMT costs Into Interii' and second-leg comnonents. The

interim component (3 percent of component standard nrice) renresented

costs for shipments of components to the load, assemble, and nack (.M')

Plants, iihile the second-lepg component (4, nercent of end-item standard

price) depicted shioments from the LAP Plants to ports and depots

within the United States.

After discussions ..wIth personnel from the budgetinp and tranmnor-

tation areas of MI(.MI, a study methodology was developed. It would

involve the collection of relevant data from novernment bills of lading (CBL)

I
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for selected components and end- ttsms. rroupinl;s would be made by

caliber, if necessary, to arrive at common nercentape factor, 'hich,

when anplied to unit characteristics available on tVe "LT., "ould

renresent actual interim and second-.ep MrT costs.

That data collection, however, was extremel'? difficult I'ecnuse

it did not folio, existing reporting orocedures. .fter ,orklng

through the A.RMCO' Transportation Directorate and Individual LP

plants, the data had to be manually extracted from hundreds of '•Ls.

Further, the GBLs often reflected mixed shipments of cormonents or

end-items, making it impossible to ascertain unit data. Thjs eftort

I had to be abandoned.

Transportation personnel were again contacted in order to esta-

blish a new approach to determine FDTr costs. Consequently, a net,

metholologv was developed based on the assumption that transportation

costs are primarily determined by v'eight, regareless of the caliber

of the end-item. It was realized that other variables also influ-nce

VT•T costs, althoupih manv ,,ere not readilv availahle prior to qhinment.

(nf variables that iere available, standard price and unit volume were

chosen in addition to unit weight as vosqlble predictors of rT co tq.

Thus the questions to be anz•ered 1v this study ,ere: Can unit 'etiht,

standard price, and unit volume sIpnIf1cantlv predict IT,- costs' TF

so, what are the relationships involved?
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II. Mfodel

To answer the above nuestlons, the Indenendent variables of

end-item weight, end-item volume, and standard price ,.,ere analyzed

by using the methods of simple and multiple regression. qeparate

analyses were conducted for each of three dependent vari-bles--

total, second-leg, and interim FDT costs.

For each dependent variable, several regression forms and

combinations of independent variables were utilized. Some of the

simple regressions employed were of the forms:

Y -A + BX

Y = AXB

Y =A + B (LtX)

Y l/(A + BX)

\'Y A + BX

Y= A+B RTk

SA + 3TX-

where Y is the dependent var'able, A is a constant, B is a regressionMP
coefficient, and X is the independent variable.

Tto multiple regression forms were also employed. These were:

Y A + BIX + B2X + B3X
1 1 2 2 3 3

and Y AX 1 B Xl2 B2 X3B3

where, again, Y and A are defined as above, while BV, B2 , B3 are

regression coefficients for the corresponding independent variables of

3



Xl, X2 , X3 "

In addition to the original independent variables, new indepen-

dent variables were created by combining the originals. For example,

some regressiona were run using the product of weight and price as

an independent variable, while others were run using the auotient

of weight and price.

The regression analyses were conducted using the tDO03R computer

program, a multiple regression package in the library of B1,.medical

Computer Programs originated at the University of California.

A myriad of regression equations resulted from the many combin-

ations of initial independent variables and transformations, and the

various subsamoles of data examined. To select the most appropriate

ones, several criteria were used:

(1) No negative estimates of the dependent variable. Tt would

= not be practical to predict negative FDT costs.

(2) F statistic. The eouation must be statistically sipnificant

at the 99 percent level. indicated by the F statistic, significance

means that the probability is less than 0.01 that the disparitv bet-

ween the calculated explained and unexplained variations in the depen-

dent variable is due to chance. Thus, if the calculated value of F is

greater than the critical value for the varticulaf regression, it can

be said that the independent variables significantly explain the

variation in the dependent variable.

(3) Coefficient of determination (RI). 7imilar to t',e F statistic,

4
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Tl renre•ents the fractional amount of vnrIAtion in the denendent

variable whicli 4s explaind hv the ropriw'.on line.

(4) Standard error of the entimat( 71t tf n mra-ur;re or

the goodness of fit of the repression ]Inn and iq of tie form

1 M ( AI - Y2

where:

" i - actual values of the dependent variable
A
Yi = estimated values of the dependent variable

TN n = number of observations

k = number of variables

(5) "lean absolute percent deviation (".APT). "or this study, the

'týP' measures how-. close the actual values of tOe denendent vari"'le

come to the regression line. Tlus it Indicates ho'hi ,ell future "gr'

costs -,ill be nredicted hv the repression eruation. The ,' is

defined here as

n A

Yi

where:

V1= actual value of the denendent variable

Yi = estimated value of the dependent variable

n = number of observations

5



fwIII. Data

The data are cross-sectional, coverira, the third quarter of

fiscal year 1975. A representative sample of end-items and quan-

tities was chosen by AMSAR-TM from the FY 75 Ammumition Shopping

List (dated 11 Nov 74 and updated as of 3 Mlar 75), as vrovided

by AMSAP-MM. Items were identified by T)epartment of Defense

identification code (DODIC) and there was no distinction made for

individual rounds within a certain DODTC.

I.i1SAR-TI also supplieu unit ireight, u.rdt volume, and both

interim and second-leg FDT Uost3. The weight and volume information

includes packaging for shipment and was figured by dividing the

total pallet weight and volume by the number of items per pallet.

To obtain interim FDT -osts, .MISAR-TM. traced the most likely path

of in~ividual co;ponents for each end-item into the approuriate LAP

plants. If "~ore than one LAP plant were used for a single end-item,

SI then a rath was traced goi-g into each plant. Likewise, if components

Swere obtained from multiple sources, separate paths were traced.

Appropriate transportation ratei for the quantities involved were

F ) then applied co arrive at the actual interim MDT cost.

Socond-leg VDT costs were similarlv obtained by tracing the most

likely paths from LAP plants to depots and ports within the continental

•United Ftzt•s. Here again when several paths applied, each -,as traced

according to the 4uaatities involved. The total F!Yt costs were derived

simply by adding the interim and ecoard-leg elementm.



The standard price information used in this study was obtained

from the automated standard price progrm of the Procurement a"d

Production Directorate, A1MCOM, as of 31 Mar 75. A special run of

this program was made which excluded all FDT costs and identified

those component items to which interim "DT applied. A distincti.on

was made between standard prices used in determining interim and

second-leg FDT costs. The interim standard price was defined as

the sum of the individual component standard nrices, excluding

FDT costs, to which interim transportation aor3ied. -In the other

hand, end-item standard price was defined as the total standard

price, excluding FDT costs.

%k Standard price information was not available frer the automated

pricing program for all end-items selected by AMSAP-Tf. In these

cases, the end-items were excluded from the regression .ralyses

involving standard price.

In a few cases, there were separate standard Drices for indi-

- vidual items within a single DODIC category. This was attributable

to using, for example, both Composition B raad rT as explosive fill.

Because of the arbitrary nature of selecting rounds within a narti-

cular DOTIC, a representative standard price c -uld not he determined.

Therefore, these cases were also excluded from reprevsion analyses

involving price.

A complete listing of the data used is displaved i'D Table 1.

7
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SA.•,nealIV. Peaults

A. 'neneral

Of the three indenendent variables examined, ,eipht anneared to

be the most significant predictor. nrice did not perform as '-Pll

when used alone, and did not contribute notable -,hen used in conjunc-

tion tyith the other independent variables. Furthermore, price is

less accessible to the user and less stable than are weight and volume.

Therefore, although regressions were made using price as an indepen-

dent variable, they are not reported here.

TI all cases, the exponential fdrm of equation produced the most

"R significant results. Au added advantage of using the exponential

form was that the intercept value "?s always positive. %n the other

hand, linear equation forms, althourh less complex and often statis-

tically sIgnificant, sometimes produced negative Intercent values

which could cause some estimates of the denendent variable to he

negative.

!Manv simple and multiple regreqt;Lonq -vere run us4ny' various

cc'mhInatlons of variables and derived forms. Turthermore, several

subsamnles of the complete data weie explored to see if results could

he improved. Only the most relevan- results, however, are reported

here. ~poue

P. 1redictions of total T o;tsI.

Vetght alone ,:as found to he extremelv signif~cintn in predicting

total FD5 costs. The calculated r, ialue of 2328.1, -'a• ,ell above the

=1



one percent critical region for A sim.nlo repr.qe.ion of 24 r)sr'rvntiop,;.

-lie coefficient of determination of n,nq% and stnndnrd error rf eqti-

mate of 0.113a indicate that weight could he us.id with corilderah1b.

accuracy to predict actual FDT costs. The "',T'• of trho actual data

points from the estimated regresgion line w.,as 21 percent. "Te predlc-

tive ecuation is then

1.05241

or log F 0 -1.42296 + 1.05241 (lo 14)(1

where :

F estimated total rT)T cost in dollars

1W unit v:eiplht of end-item in pounds

Volume alone did not prove to le as valuablo a predictor as ,ieipht.

However, when used in conjunction with ',etpht It caused a reduction in

the "iPjT cited above to 18 nercent. .ipnificant at the one nercent cri-

tical region .'ltb an T value of 1522.8, this multinle rperession nroduced

a coefficient of determination of O.nr 3 2*. Aiqo, the standard errot of

estimate ,:as reduced to 0.0r07. The tio indenendent variable enuat!on

is then

S0 5 . 81444 0.25426SF =0.0)50 1! (2)

or lop F = *-l.0154_ + n.804fd (lof ¶., + 0.2542( (lop C)

where:

F - estimated total FDT cost in dollars

W = unit i-'eipht of end-item in poundq

C unit volume of end-Item in cu'lc feet

91



C. Predictions of second-leg FDT costs

Here again, weight was found to be the best predictor of

second-leg FDT costs. Although price or volume used alone produced

statistically significant results, neither out-performedu eight.

The exponential equation produced by the simple regression of weight

against second-leg FDT is

OF = 0.02751 W 1.03575 (3)

Sor log OF - -1.56057 + 1.03575 (log T,)

i ~where :

OF - estimated seconO-leg FDT cost in dollars

t 7 unit weight of end-item in pounds

This equation is significant it the one percent critical level with

a computed F value of 2130.2, and an r of 0.9813. The standard error

of the estimate is 0.1177 with a MAPD of 21 nercent.

Used in conjunction with weight, price did not improve the predic-

tive equation enough to merit its inclusion. The inclusion of volume

in the equation did, however, reduce the MAPPD to 16 percent. The

equation resulting from the multiple regression of weight and volume

against second-leg FDT costs then becomes

OF = 0.06685 r.y 0.80009 C 0.24219 (4)

or log OF - -1.17489 + ).80n09 (log T-T) + 0.14219 (log C)

where:

OF - estimated second-leg M.T cost in dollars

T- unit weipht of end-item in pounds

r unit volume of end-item in cuhic feet

11



The computed F value of 1308.3 vas apain -iell above the critical

region at the one percent level. ilie r' is extremely high at

0.9q17, and the standard error of the estimate Is 1.1%636.

P. Predictions of interim P'DT costs

As with the Vrevioun cases, weipht vas th- dominant factor in

nredictinp interim r'-"T costs. "or all twentv-four ohservation'

to which Interimn FT costs aprlied. the repression enuation 1-?as

TIF = *V.0C7 55 IT I.1z752 (5)

or lug-F = -2.121194 + 1.13752 ,!op 1.T)

where:

IF estimated Interim 'DT cost in dollars

L W = W nit weight of end-item in ,ciinds

The computed r value for this equation Iq 334.5, which is nell above

the one percent critcfal rngio',. Tt also haa an P2 of 1.9383. The

nroblae vrith this equation, however, Ir te hih standard ec-ror of

the estimate of 0.3246 and MAPD Lf 72 Dercent. This would indicate

that although the regression line fits the actual data points well,

the dispersion of points about that line is so preat that the risk of

being in extreme error for a single oredcti'on it hipl.

Addinp volume to the eauation reduces the JA7PPD to A Percent and

the standard error of the estimate to O.3234. '-.ith a sirnific~nt

Svalue of 169.1 and P2 of 0.t415, the inultiple repression enuation is

Tr = .2470 ?t 0.82368 0._32179

or loF TV - -1.60737 + 9.82368 (Io, 1) + 0.3217n (log r)



where:

TF - nsttmated Interim FPT cost in dollArq

W - unit weight of end-item in pounds

C - unit volume of end-item in cubic feet

In an effort to further reduce the MATPD and standard error, the

data was broken into several subsamples based on an analysis of the

residual terms and actual plots of the simple regression results.

S The best results were obtained by dividing the data into two sub-

samples, based on weight, with the line of demarcation being W

equals 10 pounds.

For W lesR than 10 pounds, the best results were obtained from

4 the multinle regression equation of
IF 0 0.52808 0.7191(I•=0.11961 W r (7)

or log IF - -0.92225 + 0.52808 (log T,) + 0.70191 (log C)

where:

A IF - estimated interim FDT cost in dollars

V -funit weight of end-item in pounds

C - unit volume of ene-item in cubic feet

The equation is significant at the one percent level with an F value

2
of 44.2 and has an R of 1.9171 for its 11 observations. The standard

error of the estimate is 0.3599 and the M1APD is 64 percent.

For W greater than or equal to 10 pounds, the multiple regression

equation is

It' - M.N02 V 1.85615 r -0.3n842 (P)

or log IF -3.37949 + 1.85615 (log 1,;) -n.3Q842 (log C)

13
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where:

IF - estimated interim FDT cost in dollars

W - unit weight of end-item in pounds

C - unit vo ume of end-item in cubic feet

The calculated F value of 43.4 reveals the equation to be significant

2at the one percent critical level. With an R of 0.8968, the equatior's

standard error of the estimate is 0.1869 and its MAPD is 32 percent.

E. Econometric problems

Econometric problems of autocorrelation, heteroskedasticitv, and

multicollinearity do not detract from the results ._f this study.

Autocorrelation results when the sample valuee of the error terms,

or the differences betw¢een the actual and estimated values of the

dependent vai lable, are not independently distributed. A probler of

this nature does not generally bias estimates of the regression coeffi-.

cients, but it could negate the use of the F test for significance.

Using the Durbin-Watson statistic (ref 2), however, no autocorrelation

could be found in the reported equations.

Heteroskedasticity arises when the error terms do not all have the

same variance: for example, when the size of the dependent variable

and the error term are related. As i.rith autocorrelation, this problem

does not intrcduce bias into the estimates of the regressions coeffl-

cients, but it could have an impact on the results of the F test. Using

Bartletts& test (ref 2) at the five percent critical region, only equa-

tion (1) had significant heteroskedalticity.

14



Finally, multicollinearity arises in multiple regressions when

the independent variables are correlated nmong themselves, making itt

difficult to determ, tne the individual effects of the variables. A

high degree of correlation was found to exist betweeu the independent

variables of this study. For predictive equations, though, multi-

collinearity dces not present any difficulty. A"ile the effects of

the independent variables in a multiple equation cannot be accurately

determined, the overall significance of the equation is not effected.

Therefore, if the multicollinearity is expected to continue into the

future, the inclusion of intercorrelated variables may even increase

S the ýredictive powers of the resultant equation.

I ~F. ,Summary of results

SThe reported results mayr be summarized as follows:i•uation p2 ,Anp D

(F) F = 0.03784 W15

S or 'Log F - -1.42206 + i.n5241 (log 1-) .9906 ?10'

S(2) r -f 0.09650 TP-008444 C 0.25426

olo F = -1.01548 + n.80444 (log W) + 0.25426 (log. C) .1932 18"

•_(3) OF - 0.02751 I:! 1 .03`75

-• •or log OF - -1.56057 + 1.03575 (log V") .1)893 217

S•0.80009 0.24219

-2~o -•O 0.06685 J,, C

<o- : ;c-F -1.17489 + 0.8000g (IoF W) + 1.2421.9 (log C) nn7 16•

q4

S: () •=•' ,•075 u1.13752

• •=or I"• Tr. - -2.12114 + 1.13752 (log ý.11 .n383 72"
p15

ria±,mliolnaiyaiesi utpergksin ni
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Equation

(6) IF - 0.02470 W 0.82368 c0.32179

or log IF -1.60737 + 0.82368 (log 1.,) + '.3217n (lot r) .0q415 68-

0. 52808 O. 7nlnl
(7) IF (for W--10) - 0.11961 . r

or log IF (for V-<10) -- 0.92225+ 0.5?SOR (log !.') + 0.70191(log (7
.9171 64-

1. 85615 -n. 3q842(6) IF (for) W.:--i) = 0.00042 R c

or lop IF (for W_==10) = -3.37940 + 1.85615 (log 14) -0.39842 (lop C)
.8968 32'/

where F, OF, IF, W, C, 1z, and MAPD are defined as above.

Ai
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

For overall predictive abilltv and minimized risk, the exponential

multiple regression equation (2) for total FDT cost is nreferred. As
49

evidenced by the high coefficient of determination (P- , prarticallv

all of tie variation in the dependent variable is explained by varia-

tions in unit ..,eight and volume. The aLtual data noints are relativel",

close to the regression line (evidenced by the mean absolute nercent

deviaticn): therefore, the actual FPT costs for individual items should

fall fairly close to the nredicted values.

In some cases, however, FDT costs must be divided into inrerim and

second-leg components. Mhen this division is necessary, the recomiended

predictor for second-leg FDT cost is the multinle regre.-ion (4). Vith

2an extremely high R2 and relativelv low mean absolute vercent diviatIon

thii equation should amply forecast rDT costs for end-items leavinp the

LAP nlants.

7To predict interim FPT costs, two eouations are suggested. For

weight below ten pounds, equation (7) should be uqed. The high T-

"indicates that unit ,.eipht and volume explain nracticallv all variations

in interim ITT costs. Howrever, the high mean Rb'solute percent deviation

indicates that considerable risk exists in nred-ctlnp r"- costs for

individual components entering T.T ',lants. ror all items collectlvelv,

thoufh, the predictive equation 3hould i-ork ciuite well.

The risk involved in indlividual interim estimates may 1e due to the

independent variables Involved. Both unit weight and volume are

17



descriptive of the completed end-item. These characteristics could

vary greatly among the individual components making up that end-item.

Indivi~ual component data, however, 'ould be voluminous and difficult

to obcain; therefore, for this study, the end-item yas appropriate.

!'or items with .eights of ten pounds or greater, eouation (R) is

recommended. The P2 substantiallv indicates that variations in -.eipb'

explain most of the variation in interim EDT cost. Thiere is less risk

involved when eqtimating individual costs -.lithin this proun, as indi-

cated by the HA"", which is half that for the smaller .eight groun.

Tt should again be noted that this study Is based on a cross-

sectional snnle of actual FJ)T costs during the third auarter of "'Y 75.

Time series data were not available during the study 1,ut collection

of such data has since been established. The .PMC(' Transpcrtation

Directorate is now collecting and reportinp FDT cost, weight, and

volume Information on the initial sample, as well as on new contract

items. furthermore, ,ithin the AP11CO.?1 "anagement Tnformation Fvstems

Directorate, a special form of the automated standard nricing model

has been made available for future use. This x.ill make standard prices,

excluding, rDT costs, available and will flap, the comnonent Items to

T,'lich Interim transnortation costs apply. Therefore, a data-collectinp

framework has been established for further undates of this initial

study.

Although the estimating eouations set forth in this study are the

best available for the defined initial period, thev ma" chan.e •,ith time.

18



11nit v'eight and volume are cnnstants; therefore, the regressions ri-11

have to be run on a recurring basis in order to reflect such things

as inflationary increases in transportation costs.

Although standard price did not play a relevant part in these

initial estimating relationships, the situation may change as more

data becomes available. In fact, the relationshins of ,,eight and

voluie could even change. It is, therefore, suggested that the Cost

Analysis Division of the ARMCOI Comptroller review• the relationships

regularly under the framework of this study. Then after several

reviews of updated data, definite Interactions of the three indenendent

variables may be defined. At that point, a simnle computer program,

which performs the necessary regression analyses, may be written For

use external to the Cost Analysis Division.

.lN
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APPFNDTX

The folloving tables compare the results of estimatinp Interim and

second-leg rDT costs by the current method (factors of three percent

and four percent for interim and second-leg, respectively) and the

regression eq~uations suggested by this study. To the right of eact,

estimated cost is the percentage variation of that estimate from

the actual value.
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I
TApyB A-I

TTT-RvrT1' rrvr r0SrS

Actual Suqgested Oe'ression
0DIC IF 3' St. Price 7 Variation ýeression ' Variation ruation Used

071 .0001 NA NA .0001 0 7

080 .0001 NA NA .0001 n 7

131 .0002 N'A ,"A .0004 100. 0) 7

•792 .0127 ANA .0075 -40.14 7

546 .0278 .1079 288.13 .0260 - 6.47 7

577 .0290 .0797 174.83 .0071 -75.52 7

632 .0511 .2618 412.33 .n737 44.?3 7

256 .2821 .4061 43.96 .1286 -54.41 8

1445 .7655 AMA "A .7318 - 4.40 8

•449 .9769 NA NA .7618 -22.n02 8

11 1.141" 2.6166 12n.14 .P516 -16.67 8

•518 1.4744 2.5155 70.61 .8771 -40.51 8
i650 .3558 2.2833 541.74 .6618 8,.00 8

!651 .5181 2.2072 326.02 .7725 40.10 8
E706 .5082 1.2344 142.°0 .4278 -15.8"

M; f) .3291 265.67 .0s51 5.67
41  .2025 .5025 148.15 .27n3 37.n3 8

E544 2.3405 NA !A 2.3137 - 1.15 P
-j563 1.n543 "4 , I A 2.32n5 10.2) 8
F881 .282 .0384 3r.17 .1226 -I".8( 7
1,45 .0073 NA .0260 2(93.4n 7
143 .0353 130, 1006.5? .0523 4R.1•;

•40 5  0 0---

-278 .0827 .7134 762.64 .n411 -50.3) 7
1335 .0233 .1747 671.24 .n4n2 72.53 7
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TARTY A-2

FANID-T,rn M~T rMi'C

Actual Suggested Regression
DODIC OF 4' St. Price ' Variation Pepression e Variation rqnuation Used

A071 .0009 .0030 233.33 .0009 0 4
A080 .0005 .n023 360.00 .00o6 20.00 4
A131 .0023 .0053 130.43 .0023 0 4
A792 .0261 NIA MA .0255 - 2.30 4
B546 .0334 .1802 439.52 .n352 5.39 4
B577 .0117 .1346 1050.43 .n222 89.74 4
B632 .2223 .4480 101.53 .1624 -26.95 4
C256 .6877 .9808 42.62 .5991 -32.8 4
C445 1.5380 NA NA 1.7178 I1.n8 4
C449 1.7318 NA N, 1.7702 2.28 4
C511 1.6738 3.9219 134.31 2.4126 44.14 4
C518 2.3156 3.9818 72.30 2.3842 2.96 4
C650 2.3871 3.8189 59.98 1.9134 -19.84 4

i C651 2.5864 3.8519 48.93 2.0361 -21.28 4
C706 1.1465 2.6377 130.07 1.3r38 13.72 4
D541) .5747 .7689 33.79 .5722 - 0.44 4
)D541 1.1478 1.0636 - 7.34 1.1792 2.74 4

SD544 2.5274 NIA %A 2.5416 0.56 4
T 1563 2.3045 '7A :rA 3.nnf2 25.67 4
!88R1 .n589 .In41 76.74 .0573 - 3.06 4
10045 .0626 NA NA .0613 - 2.08 4

SK143 .2424 .9263 282.14 .3011 24.22 h
L405 .0561n .2262 2n7.54 .n574 "I q 4
N278 .1607 1.0412 547.n2 .1n29 -35.97 4
1 "335 .162n .3157 93.80 .1038 -36.28 4


